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Description
When a wikipage uses a namespace, one cannot add a comment due that the "add comment" button does not show up.

When renaming that page to not use a namespace, it works.

Example:
"MyNamespace:_:MyPage" does not show the add comment button.
renaming to
"MyNamespace_MyPage" does show the add comment button.
or
"MyPage" does show the add comment button.

Effects 14.x Trunk as of 18.1.2015.
For testing I used the standard default bootstrap template.

Workaround
This problem shows up when using the default namespace separator ':_:'.
A workaround is to use a namespace separator, that does not contain characters that are not usable in an url like. So a working example would be '--'.

Maybe we should change the default namespace separator to something else and validate that no ':;' is used.

Importance
7

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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